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Abstract: The system-dynamic approach has been shown to be effective in the analysis of the large systems
dynamics development with a large number of material, financial and information flows. The system-dynamic
models allow taking into account the non-linear nature of the relationship between the elements of such
systems and feedbacks. This paper presents the vehicle and landscaping impact on the air pollution problem
solution results with the use of the system-dynamic modeling. The results of computational experiments,
helping to assess  the  effectiveness  of  reducing  anthropogenic   pressure   measures are  presented.
Obtained results have the practical interest for development of the ecological programs for the city development
and the choice of methods to manage environmental safety. With the help of the model you can perform the
measures effectiveness pre-assess to reduce the harmful effects of vehicles and to predict the consequences
of decisions.
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 Landscaping

INTRODUCTION unfavorable. Per city resident, there is an average of about

Emissions from  motor  vehicles  are  a major source If, in the 80s, 70 - 90 million trees, 200 - 250 thousand
of air pollution in large cities. According to the level of bushes, 40 - 50 hectares of lawns were planted each year,
motorization (more than 240 cars per thousand in the 90s, these indicators dropped to almost 10 times [2].
inhabitants), the Volgograd city is not among the leaders, Today, attempts are being made to improve the situation.
however, the current trend is an increase in the number of According to the general Volgograd development plan [3],
vehicles (10 to 15% per year) and the increase  in  traffic special attention to the city areas development should be
can not hope to change the environmental conditions to given to the organization of recreational and green
the better. One of the possible ways to reduce the spaces: "In the dry steppe zone and contrast continental
anthropogenic impact is to increase the city landscaping climate it is important not only the preservation of the
level. Green spaces - are an essential element of the urban landscape, forming a kind of microclimate and biotic
fabric and the urban area natural frame basis. Urban green communities, but is necessary natural anthropogenic
spaces produce oxygen, absorb carbon dioxide and filter skeleton active formation and the formation of residential
significant amount of dust from the air. According to the and recreational areas in the radial peripheral Volgograd
municipal enterprise "Zelenhoz", total green spaces area areas: beautification of river valleys, ravines and
of Volgograd is 12,389 ha, of which 80% of the plants are organization of recreational areas; conservation of green
planting of quite old age [1]. For Volgograd, located in the gaps between planning areas; a comprehensive
arid zone of the steppe-desert climate, the role of green improvement and development of infrastructure, serving
space is particularly great. Nevertheless, in almost all city the areas of gardens and its transfer into part of the living
districts, landscaping environment is recognized as areas;  landscaping  slopes of transport communications;

10.0 square meters at a normal rate of 25.0 square meters.
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landscaping and Volgograd green   fund  increasing". Within the considered problem, system dynamics
Since 2012, municipal program "Volgograd Landscaping" modeling can be used for the following tasks [14]:
for 2012 - 2018 " is acting [4], in the implementation of
which is expected to change the funding policy and Assessment and prediction of the area environmental
unsustainable system of urban green economy state;
organization. Comparison of alternative conservation measures;

In order to assess the opportunities and the identification of the most significant factors, affecting
effectiveness of measures, taken to reduce the the ecological environment; 
anthropogenic impact, it is necessary to have a tool for Preparing information database, based on the
predicting and analyzing the situation dynamics. In this scenario calculations for decision making; 
paper, as such a tool, is proposed to use the system Justification of the investment policy, taking into
dynamics simulation methodology, which is particularly account the environmental component.
effective for solving poorly structured problems,
occurring in large systems with a large number of The level of pollution is formed from several streams,
feedback, material, financial and information flows. The associated with the transport impact on the concentration
advantages of system dynamics simulation also include of carbon dioxide, oxygen and dust and the ability of trees
the ability to reflect almost any cause-and-effect to restore the air structure and reduce dustiness.
relationship and a simple mathematical interpretation. The first stage of system dynamics simulation is to
Using this approach, many models to analyze the develop a conceptual model of the situation under study.
dynamics of complex systems were developed, which We form a meaningful description of the simulation with
have proven their worth [5-10]. Environmental issues are goals and simulation aspects of the studied object to be
one of the key areas of research that holds System tested on a simulation model.
dynamics community [11]. 

Problem Statement and the Technique of Model
Construction Description: Automobile transport, along Approximate analysis of the current dynamics and
with the industry, is one of the major sources of air prediction of anthropogenic impact on the city
pollution. Under the motor pollution we understand territory;
formation in its use of substances in the air, adversely Study of the possible consequences of decisions.
affecting the environment and the removal of air
individual gas components (such as oxygen). Over 80% On the basis of knowledge processing, experts
of these emissions are emissions of carbon oxides, sulfur identified   factors, operating    in    the   system,    cause-
dioxide, nitrogen, hydrocarbons and solids. From the and-effect relationships between them and flow charts are
gaseous pollutants in large quantities - carbon oxides, constructed.
carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide are emitted generated In this case, we analyze the factor of "air pollution"
mainly during combustion. We can reduce the impact of and to assess the effect on it of factors "landscaping" and
autotransport on the city air environment, using a variety "autotransport".
of environmental measures. One of the most effective Each of the analyzed levels values (carbon dioxide
ways to reduce the anthropogenic impact is to increase concentration, oxygen concentration, the number of
green space. Green spaces contribute to a healthier air vehicles, green area) is described by the blocks of
basin of the city and its influence on microclimate. It is equations (level equations) of the form: dU(t)/dt=Vin-
known that 1 hectare of forest absorbs 15 - 30 tonnes of Vout, where the rates of Vin and Vout characterize the
carbon dioxide per year and releases 11 - 23 tons of incoming and outgoing flows and determined from the
oxygen [12]. rate equations, which may include the U (t) level values

The system-dynamics modeling is actively used in and the auxiliary variables.
environmental management to create programs for the city Modeled system behavior dynamic depends on the
development [13]. This approach allows not only to internal structure and external influences, especially
simulate the processes, occurring in this system, but also managing. As the main control actions (model controllers)
to give some recommendations to improve the we use the amount of green space increase and the
management of the city ecological safety. number of  vehicles reduces. In the future, the model can

The objectives of modeling at this study stage are:
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be expanded to include factors that determine the quality The volume of oxygen, emitted by hectare of
of the fuel, the quality of the road surface, road conditions
and factors, reflecting plants properties, related to their
influence on climate and dustiness of the city.

At this stage, the study takes into account only
changes in air quality, associated with the concentration
of oxygen and carbon dioxide. The level of pollution is
determined by the deviation concentrations of carbon
dioxide and oxygen from the normal range. For the unit of
time measurement, a month is taken and for the length of
the forecast - 10 years.

For simulation we us an instrumental environment
Vensim 5.0 (Ventana Systems (USA)) [15], which is a
software tool for visualization of construction and system
dynamics models testing and it is designed for individual
users, designing relatively simple models. Vensim system
has a visual environment for the simulation models
construction, based on cause-and-effect diagrams,
equation editor and tools to analyze the results of
computational experiments. This system is widely used in
many countries around the world since 1996.

Model Construction: Let us consider dependences, used
to model the system behavior. Let m - the current number
of the month m = 1..2

where INTEGER- the function of rounding to the nearest
integer.

Total vehicles number  is determined by the1

following formula:

(1)

where K - an initial value, K  - the vehicle number growth10 1

rate, o  - the coefficient of seasonal fluctuations. Since1

2005 there has been a slowdown in the number of
registered  vehicles,  on  the basis  of  data  [16] we take
k = 980-3t.1

For the calculation of the total green space area K2,
formula is used:

(2)

where  - the initial value of the planting areas, k - green20 2

space growth rate.

planting, depending on the season, is calculated by the
formula:

(3)

where v  the amount of oxygen, emitted by a planting02+0

hectare, on average [12].
Then, the volume of oxygen, emitted by plantings,

will be equal to:

V  = v K (4)02+ 02+ 2

Let the volume of oxygen, absorbed by a unit of
transport is v . Then the volume of oxygen absorbed by02–

all transport will be equal

V  = v K (5)02+ 02+ 2

Let the volume of the atmosphere is equal to V. Then
the concentration of oxygen (initial is equal normal

) is defined by formula:

(6)

The volume of carbon dioxide, absorbed by planting
hectare v , is also calculated to a seasonally adjusted,c02–

using the formula:

(7)

Similarly, the amount of carbon dioxide, absorbed by
plantings:

V  = v K (8)c02– c02+ 1

Let the volume of carbon dioxide, emitted per unit of
transport per month is equal v . Then the volume ofc02+

carbon dioxide emitted by all vehicles is V :c02+

V  = v K (9)c02+ c02+ 1

The concentration of carbon dioxide C  (initial valuec02

is equal to the normal) is determined by the formula:
).
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Fig. 1: Flow charts of the simulated system 

(10) The model consists of four box variables - oxygen

Let us normalize the criteria for evaluation criteria of indicate stream connections. Rate changing is defined by
oxygen and carbon dioxide concentration: the rate equations as described above.

In forming models following limitations and

(11)

Integral criteria for the assessment of air pollution, We do not take into account the spread of pollution,
should equally consider the impact of individual criteria, caused by the movement of air masses.
taking a zero value only in the absence of deviations from We do not take into account seasonal variations in
normal concentrations. At the same time partial criteria absorption and desorption of oxygen and carbon
(c , c ) should assume a value, equal to one, only if the dioxide by plants. o2 co2

concentrations are within the normal range. We do not take into account the impact of air
To assess the level of air pollution, we will use the pollution on environment protection reduction

function: properties of plants.

of pollution in the migration process.

The volume V of the atmosphere is calculated from It is assumed that the curve of vegetative activity
the region area and the upper boundary of the seasonal downturns is sinusoidal.
troposphere, equal to 12 km. We assume an annual increase of  about  10,000

Flow charts of the simulated system are shown in active transport units and a certain growth rate
Figure 1. reduction.

concentration, carbon dioxide concentration, landscaping
area, the number of vehicles (heavily used). The arrows

assumptions were introduced:

We do not take into account the aging of trees, as
well as changes in the external environment.

We do not take into account the effect of high levels

It is assumed that the pollution extends slightly
beyond the city limits.
It is assumed that the initial concentrations are equal
to the usual value of the content in the atmosphere
(0.231 for oxygen, 0.059 for carbon dioxide).
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Fig. 2: Simulation results: pollution level, depending on vehicles number and landscape area

Despite the restrictions imposed, the model  According to   obtained   results,   we  can  talk
adequately reflects the situation change dynamics in the about  a  significant impact on the seasonal processes
studied system. level of pollution, such as the length of the growing

 Using this model, computational experiments were season and the number of actively used vehicles,
conducted on the basis of which we analyzed the various migration.
options for the process development in the system under
study. In particular, the scenarios for processes with CONCLUSION
different vehicle number growth rates and the landscaping
growth were considered. The main results of the study can be summarized as

 Figure 2 shows the simulation results. Curve 1 shows follows:
the development of the current situation, in the absence
of vehicles growth and without increasing the Based on an approaches analysis to modeling
landscaping area. In this case, the level pollution techniques of air quality, depending on vehicles
increases, but sufficiently slowly. The concentration of number and landscape area, we concluded that the
carbon dioxide, in this case, is increasing to a critical system-dynamic analysis is the most preferred tool
value. This suggests the need to increase the green space for research.
area. We formulate modeling goals and determine

Pollution level change dynamics, at a constant restrictions on the use of models and numerical
increase in the number of actively  used  vehicles, is experiment conditions. 
shown in curves 2 and 3. The increase in the total area of We developed a system-dynamic model of air
green space can reduce the pollution growth rate and pollution dependence from the area of landscaping
even stabilize the rate in the long run. This can be and number of actively used automobile transport,
achieved by a three-fold increase in the total planting which can be used for a preliminary assessment of
area. At the same time, the concentration of carbon the resources volume, spent on landscaping the city
dioxide does not reach values, higher than normal. The and analysis of measures to reduce the harmful
concentration of oxygen in all the cases under transport effects impact.
consideration falls only slightly. We set the dependence of the pollution level

e best result is achievable by increasing the total reduction degree as a result of landscaping measures.
planted areas in 4 times (curve 3). At this value, the
general level of air pollution is  stabilized  and  in  the The presented results are a milestone in the study of
long-term starts to decrease. Concentration change rate, ways to assess human impacts on the territory of the city.
in this case, varies slowly. Further research is focused on the development and

 On the basis of these relationships, we can judge on refinement of the model. The inclusion of additional
the value of the maximum deviation of the oxygen and variables that influence the situation under study and the
carbon dioxide concentration in a year. establishment  of  more precise relationships between the
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model factors. Such variables include the road surface 8. Sidorenko, V.N. and A.V. Krasnoselsky, 2009.
quality, fuel quality, traffic intensity, traffic control Simulation modeling in science and business:
conditions, etc. approaches, tools application. Business Informatics,

The article   presents   the  results  of  research, 2: 52-57.
carried  out  under the RFBR grant 13-07-00219 9. Karpov, Y.G., 2009. Simulation systems. Introduction
"Intellectual support the tasks of strategic planning, to modeling with Anylogic 5, BHV-Petersburg, c. 400.
based on the integration of cognitive and ontological 10. Katalevsky, D. and A. Ivanova, 2010. Systematization
models." of the Experience of Teaching the Foundations of
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